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MCTV-946 - Maclean Omnidirektionale Antenne Multidirektionale Außenantenne
Aktive

from 12,88 EUR
Item no.: 375220

shipping weight: 0.20 kg
Manufacturer: Maclean Brackets

Product Description
The MCTV-946 antenna is a universal antenna for receiving analog and digital DVB-T2 HEVC television programs.The advantage of the antenna is its small size and weight, which
allows it to be mounted in many places (roof, balcony, window) as well as on moving objects (yacht, car).The hermetic housing allows work in all climatic conditions.A very important
advantage of the MCTV-946 antenna is its omnidirectional (horizontal) directional characteristics, which in practice means that it does not need to be specifically directed towards
the transmitter. Additionally, the antenna is equipped with an LTE filter that eliminates interference from cellular networks, thanks to which it receives an interference-free signal.The
antenna is powered by a coaxial cable that delivers an amplified signal to the receiver. When using low-loss passive signal splitters, several receivers can be connected at the same
time. For connections, use a coaxial cable with a wave resistance of 75 Ohm and an external diameter of 6 mm.Specification- Frequency range: 174-230Mhz, 470-790MHz-
Orientation: 360°- Polarization: horizontal- Built-in filter: LTE- Gain: 20-33 dB, max 44 dB- Output: 75 ?- Power supply: 12V 10-30mA DCSet contains- Active omnidirectional
antenna DVB-T/T2 H.265 HEVC Maclean MCTV-946- Handle- Power supply with separator- Cable plug (F connector)- Installation instructions- Manufacturer's packagingFeatures-
Universal antenna for receiving analog and digital DVB-T/T2 H.265 HEVC TV programs- Small dimensions and weight- Hermetic housing allows work in all climatic conditions-
Omnidirectional (horizontal) directional characteristics- Built-in amplifier- Built-in LTE filter ensures better and trouble-free reception- Can be mounted in many places (roof, balcony,
window), also on moving objects (yacht, car)- Made in Poland- Perfectly receives terrestrial, digital signals (DVB-T/DVB-T2)
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